European Equine Upper Airways Surgical Workshop - 3rd Edition
2013 June 14-15 I Paris, France

Tie back, Tie forward and Laser surgery
Lectures and practice

Equine Clinic of Grosbois, Boissy St Léger, France
Grosbois Equine Clinic is pleased to invite you to the third edition of the European Equine Upper Airway Surgery Workshop!

Join us and benefit from the tips and tricks of three renowned experts in equine upper airway surgery: KJ Boening (Germany), Norman Ducharme (USA) and Fabrice Rossignol (France).

Grosbois Equine Clinic is located in the “Domaine de Grosbois”, only 25min away from Paris city center. This 800 acre property houses the national training center for 1600 racing trotters and a two century old mansion.

State of the art lectures given in this unique atmosphere will focus on advanced and new surgical treatments for DDSP, RLN, aryepiglottic fold collapse, epiglottic entrapment and vocal cord collapse.

Our goal is to go from «how to» to «can do». The two-day-schedule will therefore mainly be dedicated to practical techniques such as tie back, tie forward, ventriculo-cordectomy, arytenoidectomy on isolated heads and laser surgery on isolated larynges placed in a very realistic device.

Our long standing partners OPTOMED and ARTHREX will provide you with state of the art equipment for transendoscopic laser surgery, new suture material and also metallic implants.
Your experience should be highly profitable and enjoyable and social activities will not be forgotten. Gastronomic dinner on Friday night, discover Paris on a warm spring evening on Saturday and on Sunday attend the Prix de Diane Longine at Chantilly’s racetrack, the most glamorous French horse racing event of the year!

Here’s what some who attended the 2012 European Equine Upper Airways surgical workshop had to say...

“Thank you for this excellent performance! Really great!”

“Very nice and interesting up level course!”

“Great course! It is absolutely worth the money!”

Location

Lectures will take place at Grosbois training center. Practicals will take place at the Equine Clinic of Groisbois.

Faculty

KJ. Boening, Germany

ND. Ducharme, USA

F. Rossignol, France

C. Mespouhès, France

Social Event

Social Visit to the “Prix de Diane”
June 16th, 2013, Chantilly
Optional
Program

Friday: Workshop classes

Registration from 8.00

08.30 - 13.00 Dynamic upper airway evaluation using HSTE or DRS
   *N Ducharme*
   Tie-back - standard technique
   *KJ Boening*
   Tie-back - modified technique
   *KJ Boening*

   COFFEE BREAK

   Tie-forward - standard technique
   *N Ducharme*
   Tie-forward - modified technique (metallic implants)
   *F Rossignol*
   The future: laryngeal electrical stimulation?
   *C Mespoulhès / N Ducharme*
   Clinical cases - discussion

13.00 - 14.00 LUNCH

14.00 - 18.00 Principles and use of laser surgery in the horse
   *C Mespoulhès*
   Laser ventriculocordectomy surgery
   *N Ducharme*
   Laser aryepiglottic folds excision - epiglottic entrapment
   *F Rossignol*
   Palatal Thermoplasty: still useful?
   *F Rossignol*

   COFFEE BREAK

   Clinical cases - discussion

18.30 Departure for dinner (French gastronomic restaurant close to the clinic/hotel)
**Saturday: Practicals**

*Strictly limited to 30 participants*

08.00  
Departure from the hotel for Grosbois

08.30 - 12.00*  
- Group A: Practical workshop - laser surgery with 30’ - one larynx per participant, 5 work stations -
- Group B: Practical workshop - larynx surgery - one head + neck for 3 participants, 5 work stations with portable control videoendoscopy -

12.00 - 13.00  
Demonstration at Grosbois racetrack - dynamic endoscopy during DRS (Optomed)

13.00 - 14.00  
LUNCH - BUFFET

14.00 - 17.30*  
- Group A: Practical workshop - larynx surgery - one head + neck for 3 participants, 5 work stations with portable control videoendoscopy -
- Group B: Practical workshop - laser surgery with 30’ - one larynx per participant, 5 work stations -

18.00  
Workshop end - shuttle to the airport or free evening in Paris (possibility to ask for special booking)

*Participants will be divided in 2 groups - Coffee break will be provided

**Sunday (optional): Social happening**

*Wonderful day to the “Prix de Diane” at Chantilly racetrack*

11.00  
Departure from the hotel for Chantilly racetrack by bus

13.00 - 18.00  
Lunch/picnic at Chantilly racetrack - attending major races including the “Prix de Diane”

18.00  
Departure to Roissy CDG airport (40 min from the racetrack) on individual organisation
Registration

Name:__________________________________________

Practice Name:____________________________________

Address:__________________________________________

ZIP:_____________  City/State:_____________________

Country:__________  Email:_____________________

Phone:_____________  Fax:_____________________

Signature:______________________________________

Please indicate if you need a special food diet:

☐ I will be present at the “Prix de Diane” the Sunday 16th

Registration is definitive once this registration form has been submitted and fees paid.

The course language will be English.

Costs: 1.650 Euro (19,6% VAT 323.40 €)

Special price for ECVS/ACVS residents: 1.300 Euro

Please send to: selarl grosbois@orange.fr
Payment possible by check or through direct bank transfer (advised) or bank debit

1650 € (19.6% VAT 323.40 €)
In order to be exempted of taxes, please indicate your intracommunity VAT number:

Bank transfer: please find here the bank details of Clinique vétérinaire de Grosbois
IBAN : FR76 3000 4015 0800 0100 6634 413
BIC : BNPATRPPCRT
Please mention «UA Workshop» followed by your name and send a copy of the bank transfer by e-mail: selarlgsbos@orange.fr

Bank debit: please provide your card details below and sign
Type of card: Master VISA AMEX
Full amount:
Card number:
Exp: Crypto:
Signature:

Check: to the account of «Selarl Clinique Vétérinaire de Grosbois»

Information

Hotel Accommodation

Special rate is available in
NOVOTEL Charenton – Contact : Anaïs Doucet

Preferential booking code
“Equine Upper Airway Surgical Workshop”
